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INTRODUCTION

Cryptocurrencies are on the verge of a significant adoption.
We’ve witnessed a first wave in 2017, and are currently living a
second wave with a lot of new investors willing to take their
share of the spoils in this booming market.
Crypto assets are easier to buy and trade than they have ever
been. The high volatility of this particular market makes it very
attractive as one can hope for quick gains. However, with volatility comes risk. Whether you are new in cryptocurrency
trading or already have experience, margin trading and
futures can be hazardous: you get liquidated in a blink!
You might not be aware, but the game is rigged for conventional traders. The ones who are making money use advanced
indicators and programs to assist them in executing orders
faster than you would. You barely stand a chance against
them…

With Ganymede, beat the winners at
their own game.
We developed an all-in-one solution that combines
algorithmic trading and tokenomics to generate profit.
No fees, no subscription, no lock-in, it’s risk free !

01
Subscribe to our
service by stacking
our utility token
$GANY and let our
bot trade for you on
FTX
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02
Get rewarded for
holding via our bonus
reward program
and receive your cut
directly in $GANY

03

Enjoy seeing your
tokens value rising
thanks to our
Buyback and
Burn program
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WHAT IS GANYMEDE ?

Ganymede can be seen as a decentralized hedge fund that
combines algorithmic trading and tokenomics to generate
profit for its community.

JUPITER
Over the last four years, we have developed indicators
and trading bots specifically for the cryptocurrency
market. We have combined all this knowledge and
experience to create Jupiter, our best trading bot.

Algorithmic trading
Process for executing orders
utilizing automated and pre-programmed trading instructions to
account for variables such as
price, timing,and volume

Jupiter has been tested for months and the results are
outstanding! We now feel ready to push our project one
step further by introducing the $GANY utility token.

GANY TOKEN
Unlike any other trading bot platform, our service is free
from subscription, commission, or fees. You keep 100% of
the profit generated by the bot. All we ask to use our bot
is to hold $GANY.

Tokenomics

is the study of how cryptocurrencies work within the broader
ecosystem. This includes such
things like token distribution as
well as how they can be used to
incentivize positive behaviour in
the network.

Because Jupiter is great, we expect everyone to hold
and keep generating profit from our service. However, if
you are not satisfied, sell your token and...
That’s it! You’ll probably make money out of that too !

CALLISTO
To support $GANY and its holders, we put in place
Callisto, Ganymede’s main trading account. This account
is trading with a large quantity of funds and will turbocharged the tokenomics.
Callisto acts as a liquidity provider, thus preventing the
token price from jumping or dropping too quickly.

With Callisto, our tokenomics is backed, and any user
holding the coin long enough should be able to sell with
profit.
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JUPITER

Meet Jupiter, our trading bot.
It results from years of experience in the field of automated trading and price action indicator. It has been
tested and improved over the last six months, helping
hundreds of early adopters to generate profit and is
now ready to help thousands!
Jupiter operates on FTX, a thriving exchange that has
the potential to become the next Bitmex.
To use Jupiter, you need to create an account on FTX
and link it via our super easy-to-use telegram bot. Once
everything is set up, your account will start generating
profit.

Jupi

Easy to use
- FTX ACCOUNT
- TELEGRAM BOT SETUP
- API-KEY LINKED

$

FTX

Jupiter has a few options that you can tune via the
telegram bot. Like the level of risk and the size of
your position.
The best part is that you can use Jupiter on more than
one FTX account with a different risk level for each
account depending on your tier level!

Mazimize
your profits
- Multiple accounts
- Different risk levels
- From 10% monthly
- To 40% weekly.

On average, Jupiter will generate around 5 to 10% profit
per month on “low risk” mode (spot) to over 40% profit on
a good week in high-risk mode.
We recommend having multiple FTX accounts, each
setup to a different mode, and managing them to maximize profits!

GANYMEDE Lightpaper
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GANY TOKEN

$GANY is a BEP-20 Utility Token that serves multiple purposes

01 ACCESS TO JUPITER
TRADING SERVICES

Stacking a certain quantity
of $GANY allows you to use
our trading algorithm on
your own FTX accounts.
Hold more $GANY to
unlock TIER BONUS :
-Trade with more money
-Trade on multiple accounts

02 SHORT-TERM

SPECULATION-PROOF

There is a 10% tax only when you
sell $GANY
This tax prevent our token from
being speculated on a short term
basis, $Gany only reward its
holders !
The $GANY thus collected are
-Burnt (50%)
-Given back to the community via
the bonus reward program. (50%)

03 BONUS REWARD PROGRAM
Every month, lucky holders are
rewarded with $GANY tokens.
This bonus comes from the
Buyback & burn program. The
longer you hold the higher are
your chances!

200.000 $GANY will be available on pre-sale the 20th of May via our
Telegram WhiteList Bot.
100.000 $GANY will be publicly available on Pancakeswap the 1st of June.
Pre-sale fund to be splitted as such :
$100.000 for Liquidity Pool on Pancakeswap
$50.000 for Callisto

Contract adress to be published on our website and NOWHERE else.
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TIER PROGRAM

Stack more $GANY to
unlock perks for your
FTX trading account

200G

1.000G

BRONZE

SILVER

Up to $2.000
One account

Up to $10.000
three accounts

30.000G

2.500G

5.000G

GOLD

PLATINE

DIAMOND

Up to $25.000
Five accounts

Up to $50.000
Seven accounts

Up to $400.000
Ten accounts

Depending on your tier, you
can use our bot on more than
one account and manage each
account with a different risk
level.

GANYMEDE Lightpaper

The maxium $ is the sum you
have on all your accounts.
Above that cap, the bot will
stop working. You either
withdraw $ or stack more
$GANY to upgrade tier.
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CALLISTO

CALLISTO
Callisto is Ganymede’s main trading account. It’s a core feature in our ecosystem !
Callisto receive a fraction of Ganymede's community FTX transaction fees, thanks to
FTX external referral program (Link), generate profit out of it, and give it back to
the community

$50K

25%

DEPOSIT ON
IDO DAY

COMMUNITY
TRADING FEES

CALLISTO
TRADING
PROFITS

5%

BONUS
REWARD

Once a month, 5% of
Callisto’s profits are
given away to our
holder’s community.
Rather
than
giving
Crumbs to everyone, we
will proceed to a lucky
draw
and
Airdrop
$GANY to a few winners.
The longer you held
$GANY for, the higher
are your chances to win.

GANYMEDE Lightpaper

15%

CASH
RESERVE

This cash reserve will be
used to pay for marketing
push and any short term
expenses we judge usefull
to develop Ganymede.

80%

BUYBACK &
BURN PROGRAM

Buyback and burn results in increased
liquidity and lower price volatility.
Buyback-and-burn incentivizes long
term growth investors to HOLD the
token, which further adds to the price
stability of the token.
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TURBOCHARGED TOKENOMICS

BONUS
REWARD
10% TAX
SELL

BUYBACK
& BURN
Advisors
R&D

DEX Pre sale

5%
10%

20%

Marketing
& Partnership

10%
10%

DEX liquidity

10%
Token Reserve

15%
20%

Burn reserve
(10% each month)

Team
(Monthly unlocked)

BURN
RESERVE

FAIR
LAUNCH
Pre-sale open for 1 week
200.000 token available
Smartcontract allocation

ANTI
RUGPULL

Deflationary system
Increased Liquidity

All LP token will be burnt

GANYMEDE Lightpaper
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TOKENOMICS

Our token economy (tokenomics) works in the
most virtuous way possible.

Thanks to GANYMEDE REFERRAL PROGRAM, by FTX,
a fraction of the fees you normally pay will
cash-feed Callisto.

This money is used by Callisto to generate even more
money, and is then given back to the community in
three ways :
* A BUY BACK system to burn tokens in order
to stabilize the price and increase the liquidity
..................in the Pool.
* A CASH RESERVE, which is used to cover the
................. system expenses, develop new features and
........ ..... ..allow marketing investments to grow the .........
....
..community.

GANYMEDE REFERRAL PROGRAM
(collect a fraction of user's fees)

* A BONUS REWARD Program

CASH
FEED

In addition, every token sale retains 10% of $GANY
which goes into a Wallet and periodically :
Cash reserve

Callisto

Marketing and
Expenses
Developp features

(Ganymede trading
account)

* Burned to sustain price
* Given back via the Bonus Reward Program

TOKENOMICS

10%
TAX

BONUS
REWARD

Lucky
Draw

GANY

Buyback

GANY

LIQUIDITY
POOL

BURN

X

BUY

GANY

BNB

SELL

PANCAKE
SWAP
$GANY
HOLDER
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GANYMEDE’S KEYS OF SUCCESS

In its essence, Ganymede is designed for
success.
Because Jupiter works, our community is
strongly incentivized to hold $GANY to
keep their bot access. On the other hand,
our tokenomics is built to keep $GANY's
price on an uptrend.
Any user holding their tokens long enough
will make money, either via FTX automated trading or just because they will sell
their token higher than what they bought
them for.

Happy
HOLDERS

As opposed to a Ponzi scheme where the
money comes from a new flow of users,
here, the money comes from outside the
community, beating the winners at their
own game, using our bot against them !

BUYBACK

Support steady
price growth

New Features
& Marketing

GANYMEDE Lightpaper

BURN

x

10% TAX on
SALE
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UNDERSTANDING JUPITER

1

2

4

3

ORACLE

USER

Every user has access to his own Jupiter
instance, each hosted on a Virtual Private
Server (VPS). Each user instance can
have up to ten sub-instances.

VPS instance

JUPITER
Tading bot

USER

VPS instance

Our Oracle is monitoring 30 trading pairs
24/7 and tells JUPITER which one to take
position on.

Your personnal Jupiter

2

3
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This allows every user to have their
unique versions of Jupiter they can tweak
and setup how they like. There is already
some customisation options for your Jupiter such as risk management. We will
implement more in the future.

1

How to communicate with Jupiter
As a $GANY holder, you can setup your JUPITER VPS
instance via our dedicated Telegram BOT.
Jupiter is always aware of the number of token your
wallet contain and the amount of USD on your FTX
account and will trade accordingly.
Jupiter will send order to your FTX trading account via
the API key you provided. API Key only allows Jupiter
to trade for you, there is no withdraw possible.

JUPITER
Commander
Telegram bot
- Create user account.
- Provide BSC wallet adress.
- Provide accounts API Keys.
- Manage risk settings.
- Set bot on/off.

You can access your FTX account anytime and enjoy
watching your profits going up.
More features soon

USER FTX
Account

API
key

2

USER

VPS instance

USER
BSC
Wallet
GANYMEDE Lightpaper
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PROOF RECORD

WIN RATE

99.76%

Overall Exchange PNL
$6668.14 (30.31%)
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Running around 6 months of beta test, we collected
the data on a period of around 120 days. Here are
some of the results that prove how good it works!

B 0.09372657

PNL
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000

You can find all our
records on the website

1000
0

TIME

WIN RATE

99.06%

PNL

Overall Exchange PNL
$6163.24 (48.53%)
B 0.09372657
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98.4%
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Overall Exchange PNL
$10981.19 (52.77%)

Access
records

B 0.09372657
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3000
2000
1000
0
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: Bearish mode
Set the bot to take short instead
of long, and take advantage of
the bearish market. Its already
in the works!

Token Audit and listing :
Audit by Certik.org.
Listing on CMC and Coingecko.
Choose your coin :

: Affiliate program
For each affiliate, you are allowed to use
Jupiter holding 2% less token than needed
(limit of 10 affiliates). This way, small quantities of token are allowed to be sold, more
frequently directly bought back by the
affiliate and all this is generating cash to be
used by Callisto.
: Hot Coin rally in very high risk
When a coin have a great probability to
pump, the bot will take a high risk position
and potentially generate high profit. You
will be able to activate this option form the
TG bot.

Allow you to set a coin you
want Jupiter to trade for you.
One coin per FTX account

Multi Account management bot :
Will help you to manage the money in
the different accounts you have when
using the bot on more that one FTX
account. Secure your profit on the
medium
and high risk accounts.

Ganymede’s App :
Control everything from your app, see
your stats, manage your accounts, and
many more features.

: Machine learning strategy enhancement
With all the data generated we aim to use
machine leaning and neural network to
improve our bot.

GANYMEDE Lightpaper
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THE TEAM

EON

Technical Analyst
Experienced trader, Eón has
developed an obssession in
predicting price action using
his “in-house” indicators.

SPIKE

Genius dev

DIMI

“Born to dev”, some think it’s hard,
for him it’s just fun. Basically coding
since he was ten, Spike has 5 years
of experience making crypto trading
bots.

Strategy Analyst
Use to work in front office for an
investment banking company.
He establishes trading strategies and logics for our bot.
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We are an international team of people.
All passionated about the blockchain
technology and all been in the field for
at least four years. We’ve known each
other for two years, and Ganymede’s
idea germed about a year ago.
Combining our skills, we developed the
tools that are now ready to deliver the
vision we had. For us, this is an important milestone, but certainly not the
end.
We will keep working hard to improve
every aspect of Ganymede to create
the most profitable trading bot system!
We prefer not to reveal who we are, but
rather tell you what we are and how the
team is made up.

EKIPOK

Blockchain dev
He was involved in developing
the blockchain of one of the top
100 Crypto. He sure can code a
token like $GANY.

FRANCESCO

Developper
Got
knowledge
in
both
smartcontract and telegram bot.
His job is to make it easy for you
to use our service.

And also a special thank you for
all the people who helped making
this happen. Greetings to all the
beta testers that trusted us from
the start and risked their money
with our bot!
Now, it’s time to make a killing!

STEZ

Communication & Marketing
Loves to make it clear and simple
for the users. Branding, UX
design and project marketing are
his things. We will make noise.

BEN

Community manager
& SocialMedia Marketing
On Telegram “since day one” Ben
knows probably half of the crypto
channel admins. He will always be
there if you have a question.
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GANYMEDE
DISCLAIMER You acknowledge that this document is provided for general information purposes only.
Nothing in this document shall be construed as a recommendation to purchase, sell, or hold any security
or other investment, or to pursue any investment style or strategy. Nothing in this document shall be
construed as, or form part of, any offer for sale or subscription of or solicitation or invitation of any offer to
buy for any securities or cryptocurrency. Ganymede is NOT a financial advisers but a publisher of information. You acknowledge that Ganymede is under no obligation to exercise editorial control over and to
review, edit, or amend any data, information, materials or contents of any content in this document.
None of our personnel, including, but not limited to, editorial staff, employees or independent contractors,
will provide you with personalized advice regarding the value or suitability of, or advisability of investing
in, purchasing or selling, any particular investment, security, portfolio, commodity, transaction,investment
strategy or any other matter. No claims or damages can be made against Ganymede.
Always do your own research and consult with a financial advisor before you make any investment
decision. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

